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Caracas, June 27 (RHC)-- The head of the “Venezuela Nuestra” campaign command, Jorge Rodríguez,
denounced this Thursday the attempts of the extreme right to sabotage the elections on July 28th.

The president of the National Assembly also denounced that the extreme right is trying to ignore, even
before it happens, the results of the presidential elections on July 28.  Jorge Rodríguez said that the
opposition is "singing fraud" in the run-up to the July 28th elections.

The leader of the campaign command denounced by name the opposition leaders who have echoed
alleged pre-electoral fraud and showed the complicity of the media.  He questioned that the opposition is



participating in the elections and, at the same time, is making allegations of fraud: "It shows that they
know they will lose lose."

Rodriguez referred to specific plans around the electoral centers to create violence on the days of the
elections and highlighted as "unusual" the fact that "they are claiming fraud" without it having even
occurred.

The Venezuelan leader of the National Assembly confirmed that there will be no impunity nor will acts of
violence be allowed in the electoral areas or in any part of the country.  He said that "we are going to
defeat the opposition with votes" and that this victory, if necessary, will be defended in the streets, even
against what the complicit media of the right and the extreme right say.

Rodríguez showed examples of how a communications campaign is articulated to reject the electoral
results.  He said that the so-called "comanditos" of the opposition have been exposed and cannot be
compared with the machinery of the "Venezuela Nuestra" campaign command, which he described as the
"largest electoral machinery that has been seen in our country."

The head of the “Venezuela Nuestra” campaign command said that next Sunday's electoral simulation
[dry run] will show the strength of the people.

In this regard, he made reference to the complicity of the international right with the Venezuelan extreme
right and denounced them as complicit in the destabilizing attempts.  Jorge Rodríguez called some of
those sectors "the most sadistic and criminal fascism" ever seen, and cited, in particular, the case of
Argentinian President Javier Milei, whom he called "barbarian.

https://www.radiohc.cu/index.php/en/noticias/internacionales/358568-venezuela-nuestra-campaign-
command-denounces-sabotage-plans-by-the-extreme-right
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